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Discover Arts Award
Settlement Sculptures
Part A: Discover
Arts Activity 1
•

LO: To think about the Arts around me.

•

What activities have you done in the last week?
Have a look at the arts activities sheet and tick the ones you did.

Listened to music

Watched a show on TV

Watched a film

Read a book

Drew a picture

Painted a picture

Played a musical instrument

Sang a song

Wrote a poem

Pretended to be a character

Learnt a new dance

Wrote a story
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Part A: Discover (You can choose to do Arts Activity 2 or 3 or both)
Arts Activity 2
•

LO: To create a class poem about the weather.

•

Have you been to visit the Settlement sculptures with your class?

•

Did you see the quotes written on Arch One? These quotes come from The Shepherd of Banbury. This was a book that
gave quotes about the weather.

Here are some other quotes from the Banbury Shepherd.

If red the Sun begins his Race,
Be sure that Rain will fall apace.
If woolly Fleeces spread the Heavenly Way,
Be sure no Rain disturbs the Summer Day.

The Evening red, and Morning grey,
Is a Sign of a fair Day.
When Clouds appear like Rocks and Towers,
The Earth's refresh'd by frequent Showers.

What do you think the quotes mean? Think, pair, share. As a class, make a poem about the weather.
Show your poem in the box below.
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Part A: Discover (You can choose to do Arts Activity 2 or 3 or both)
Arts Activity 3
LO: To create a clay relief tile.

Can you see the three hares on Arch One. The three hares is a special symbol that is used in different beliefs.
Photograph of Phil Ashby from Castle Fine Arts Foundry patinating the Hares made by Diane Gorvin. Followed by
Diane’s original direct plaster Hare, and the three cast bronze Hares being fixed into the Medieval Woman Arch.

Your task is to make a relief tile of the three hares in clay. You will need to sketch your ideas first. Here are some
pictures to help you. Remember the ears of the three hares need to be linked together.

Put a picture of your finished tile in the box on the next page.
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My finished tile.
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Part B: Find Out
LO: To find out about the artists who made the settlement sculptures.
The artists who have made the settlement sculptures are called Philip Bews and Diane Gorvin. They have made many
sculptures that have been placed all around the UK and abroad. Here is a website to look at some of their work.
http://www.bewsgorvin.co.uk/
Work with a partner to think up some questions to ask the artists . When you are ready, write your questions in the
box below.

If an online meeting with the artists has been arranged, put the artists’ answers to your questions in the box below.
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Part C: Share
LO: To share what you have enjoyed taking part in and what you have learned.

This is your chance to share what you have found out and what you have enjoyed about the Settlement Sculpture
project.
You can work as a group or with a partner to share your answers.Your teacher may ask you to make a poster of
what you enjoyed or they may record you sharing what you have learnt and what you enjoyed.You may share to your
teacher, to the class or to your parents.
Here are some ideas to help you plan what you want to share.
What did you like about the sculptures? What did you enjoy making and why? What did you find most interesting?
How did you share and who did you share to? Record your evidence below e.g. photos etc.
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